
DO NOT LOOK AT  
THE OTHER SLIDES  
BEFORE PLAYING!
YOUR PLAY EXPERIENCE MIGHT BY SPOILED.



PICREATE
MY UNCLE’S LOST PHOTOS

A game by Sascha Reinhold based on an 
idea by Jens Bahr created for the Global 
Game Jam Online 2021.?



YOUR TASK Somehow my uncle cannot find his photo 
collection anymore. He is so sad, especially 
because of all those beautiful pictures he 
took during his travels in the 80s. We have to 
do something to make him feel better.

He can still remember some details and is 
able to describe the images. His sight is not 
the best anymore, so it does not matter,  
whether the recreations are accurate or not.

Please help me to recreate those images!



YOU NEED

your phone or any other digital camera you 
can shoot and share images with

fun starts at four, but the more the merrier :)

Discord or Slack might work best as you can 
upload images to chat and vote with emojis.

players

a camera

a video conferencing app



THE RULES Recreate the described image with ob-
jects you find at home or wherever you 
are (no drawing, no editing).

Vote in chat by tagging the best image 
for every category. Every player has one 
vote and cannot vote for themselves.

Share your photo with the other players 
in chat.
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LET’S 
PLAY!



TIME
5 minutes

 “A windy town road with small houses left 
and right is leading to the horizon. A person 
with a black suitcase is walking in the middle 
of the street. In the distance you can see the 
tower of a church.”

THIS IS WHAT MY UNCLE REMEMBERS:



VOTE

best recreation

best lighting

best items

fastest player

slowest player

🖼

🔦

📦

🌪

🐌

funniest image🎉

most creative🔮

BONUS POINTS



TIME
5 minutes

 “The photo shows a beautiful scenery with 
green hills and blue skies. In the distance 
slightly left from the center of the image you 
see a building that looks like an ancient 
temple. Several people are walking a road 
that leads right to it.”

THIS IS WHAT MY UNCLE REMEMBERS:



VOTE

best recreation

best lighting

best items

fastest player

slowest player

🖼

🔦

📦

🌪

🐌

funniest image🎉

most creative🔮

BONUS POINTS



TIME
5 minutes

 “The left two thirds of the image are blocked 
by a red bus. The right-hand side looks like 
this: In the background you can see a castle 
gate with three pointed towers. In the fore-
ground is a person with a red shirt standing 
on the road towards the castle. They are 
carrying a white bag.”

THIS IS WHAT MY UNCLE REMEMBERS:



VOTE

best recreation

best lighting

best items

fastest player

slowest player

🖼

🔦

📦

🌪

🐌

funniest image🎉

most creative🔮

BONUS POINTS



TIME
5 minutes

 “On the right is an ordinary house. The fa-
cade is grey or beige. There are two windows 
and one door. The roof is rather large. From 
the bottom of the image to the left leads a 
road. A motorcycle is driving uphill towards 
the left of the image.”

THIS IS WHAT MY UNCLE REMEMBERS:



VOTE

best recreation

best lighting

best items

fastest player

slowest player

🖼

🔦

📦

🌪

🐌

funniest image🎉

most creative🔮

BONUS POINTS



TIME
5 minutes

 “Looking from a higher position the image 
shows a street scene with a large group of 
people standing in circle. In the center, some 
of them are dancing. On the left-hand side of 
the image you can see two parked busses. In 
the background are green bushes.”

THIS IS WHAT MY UNCLE REMEMBERS:



VOTE

best recreation

best lighting

best items

fastest player

slowest player

🖼

🔦

📦

🌪

🐌

funniest image🎉

most creative🔮

BONUS POINTS



TIME
5 minutes

 “A landscape with high snow-covered 
mountains in the background: In front of the 
mountains is a park with green bushes and 
trees. On the right a couple is walking 
towards the camera. One person is wearing a 
red coat, the other a brown leather jacket.”

THIS IS WHAT MY UNCLE REMEMBERS:



VOTE

best recreation

best lighting

best items

fastest player

slowest player

🖼

🔦

📦

🌪

🐌

funniest image🎉

most creative🔮

BONUS POINTS



TIME
5 minutes

 “On the right there is a small triangular hut 
that is standing right next to a lake – the re-
flection of its roof shows in the water. The 
background is filled with the face of a moun-
tain. Left of the hut is a group of trees.”

THIS IS WHAT MY UNCLE REMEMBERS:



VOTE

best recreation

best lighting

best items

fastest player

slowest player

🖼

🔦

📦

🌪

🐌

funniest image🎉

most creative🔮

BONUS POINTS



TIME
5 minutes

 “In the foreground is a group of people 
sitting in a gondola. One person with a large 
hat is mooring the boat at the riverside. In the 
background are green willows and a white 
building with a triangular roof.”

THIS IS WHAT MY UNCLE REMEMBERS:



VOTE

best recreation

best lighting

best items

fastest player

slowest player

🖼

🔦

📦

🌪

🐌

funniest image🎉

most creative🔮

BONUS POINTS



TIME
5 minutes

 “The image shows a row of fountains that 
are blowing jets of water into the air. In the 
background is large building with a dome. In 
front of the fountains is a person with a blue 
jacket is taking a picture of the scenery.

THIS IS WHAT MY UNCLE REMEMBERS:



VOTE

best recreation

best lighting

best items

fastest player

slowest player

🖼

🔦

📦

🌪

🐌

funniest image🎉

most creative🔮

BONUS POINTS



TIME
5 minutes

 “The camera is slightly looking from above 
over a green meadow. In the background you 
can see the coastline. In the foreground there 
are two old churches with pointed roofs. One 
is on the left, the other one on the right. Bet-
ween the churches is a couple holding hands 
and walking towards the shore.”

THIS IS WHAT MY UNCLE REMEMBERS:



VOTE

best recreation

best lighting

best items

fastest player

slowest player

🖼

🔦

📦

🌪

🐌

funniest image🎉

most creative🔮

BONUS POINTS



TIME
5 minutes

On the left-hand side of the image is a woman 
in a red coat kneeling and reaching out her 
hand towards a group of small birds on the 
right. She is feeding them. In the background 
there are park benches. 

THIS IS WHAT MY UNCLE REMEMBERS:



VOTE

best recreation

best lighting

best items

fastest player

slowest player

🖼

🔦

📦

🌪

🐌

funniest image🎉

most creative🔮

BONUS POINTS



TIME
5 minutes

The image shows the coast line of a beach. On 
the left is the water, on the right the sand and 
in the background you can see small houses. 
Where the water meets the beach, several 
small row boats are waiting for their next trip 
to the sea. 

THIS IS WHAT MY UNCLE REMEMBERS:



VOTE

best recreation

best lighting

best items

fastest player

slowest player

🖼

🔦

📦

🌪

🐌

funniest image🎉

most creative🔮

BONUS POINTS



CREDITS sascha reinhold

jens bahr

dietmar suchomski

concept & visual design

original game idea

photos

font: signika by anna giedryś



THANK  
YOU FOR  
PLAYING



PICREATE
MY UNCLE’S LOST PHOTOS?


